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A quasisteady model for the plasma ablated from a thick foil by a laser pulse, at low $lln $ and 
R /A i within a low, narrow range, is given (4, is absorbed intensity, /zL wavelength, R focal- 
spot radius). An approximate analytical solution is given for the two-dimensional plasma 
dynamics. At large magnetic Reynolds number R,, the morphology of the magnetic field 
shows features in agreement with recent results for high intensities. Current lines are open: 
electric current flows toward the spot near its axis, then turns and flows away. The efficiency 
of converting light energy into electric energy peaks at R, - 1, Both the validity of the model 
and accuracy of the solution are discussed, The neighborhood of the spot boundary is analyzed 
in detail by extending classical Prandtl-Meyer results. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The coronal plasma ejected by a laser target, if strictly 
one dimensional, will exhibit neither magnetic field nor elec- 
tric current. However, two- and three-dimensional geome- 
tries do occur in long-pulse, single-beam irradiation of foils 
and, to a variable extent, in multiple irradiation of pellets. 
They present, therefore, new or different features with re- 
spect to the perfectly plane and spherical cases. 

Crossed density and temperature gradients, as an uni- 
versal cause of large-scale magnetic fields in plasmas, were 
originally discussed by Biermann.’ Stamper and Ripin first 
measured megagauss values in laser plasmas.* Time-inte- 
grated measurements of magnetic fields, usually performed 
under unsteady conditions, used magnetic probes, as well as 
the Faraday and Zeeman effects. For the cylindrically sym- 
metric geometry around a laser beam, the field is dominantly 
toroidal, though fields along the beam axis have also been 
found and discussed. 3*4 Reviews have been given by Max’ 
and Haines6 

In laser fusion the main interest in magnetic effects has 
been concerned with heat transport. However, full inclusion 
of its complex algorithm’** in efficient, two-dimensional hy- 
drodynamic codes proves difficult: weakly two-dimensional 
effects have been considered in the analysis of instabilities 
and nonuniformities in the corona.6’9”o A second point of 
interest has been the morphology of the magnetic tield,8*‘1-‘3 
but there is a lack of analytical models that are fully two 
dimensional and complete. 

Here we are concerned with the magnetic morphology, 
and present one such analytical model for a beam incident on 
a foil with cylindrical geometry. In the model, neither field 
nor electric current affect the coronal expansion,which is an 
isentropic flow (except in a thin layer next to the laser spot 
on the foil); in particular, heat conduction and absorption by 
inverse bremsstrahlung are negligible, and ion and electron 
temperatures, as well as ion and electron mean directed ve- 
locities, are nearly equal to each other (local thermodynam- 
ic equilibrium). Through Biermann’s effect the flow induces 
a field, subject to both convection and diffusion. 

The model is valid for low temperatures and intensities 
(i.e., low #,/z i, where R, and $a are laser wavelength and 
absorbed flux) and R /R. i within a low, narrow range, R 
being some appropriate spot radius; this leads to short mean 
free paths for electrons but not for photons. To be definite, 
let us say ++,A i - 10” W cm - 2 pm2 and R /A i is around 
20pm - ’ . This range is of interest by itself in the broad field 
of laser interaction with solid matter. In laser fusion, the 
moderate range #,,A i - 10’3-10’4 has been ofgrowinginter- 
est 3,‘4 although most studies have been concerned with 
higher intensities ($,A i - 1015-10’7). 

We here take a foil thick enough so as to neglect its 
acceleration in the analysis of the corona, and a laser pulse 
long enough for the coronal flow to be quasisteady (TJR 
~0.01 nsec/,um for the indicated values of 4,;1 i and 
R /A 2; rt is the pulse half-width). We note that the analyses 
of both Refs. 12 and 13 were time dependent, retained sub- 
stantially different ion and electron velocities, and consid- 
ered #J i as high as lOi W cm _ 2 pm’; on the other hand, 
they ignored the energy equation and field diffusion. In the 
analytical model of Ref. 12 the electron temperature was 
taken to be uniform, and only a thin region next to the foil, 
outside the spot, was considered: some relation between den- 
sity and magnetic field was needed. In the numerical work of 
Ref. 13 a specific (constant) temperature profile was cho- 
sen. 

We introduce the model in Sec. II, and give an approxi- 
mate solution for the isentropic plasma flow in Sec. III. Both 
the accuracy of that solution, and the limitations of the mod- 
el itself are discussed in Sec. IV. We determine magnetic field 
and electric current in Sec. V, and give a detailed discussion 
in Sec. VI. An extension of the classical Prandtl-Meyer anal- 
ysis, for the neighborhood of the spot boundary, is given in 
the Appendix. 

II. BASIC EQUATIONS 

In a quasineutral, two-fluid, coronal model that neglects 
electron inertia and uses classical transport, the equations of 
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continuity, total momentum, and ion and electron entropies, 
read’” 
Vwv = 0, (1) 
finvVv = - Vn[ T+ (Ti/Zi)] - nuA (eB/c), (2) 

T ?2 
-$- T,vV In h 

1 n 
= s(T- Ti) =Qei, 

I c 
(3) 

T3/2 
nT(v + u)*V In - 

n 

&+‘T+u 
me )I 

+ nw 
( 

5 a-u + @VT - Qei - V-S,. (4) 
7, 

Here 2, 6, v, and T, are the ion mass, velocity and tempera- 
ture; - e, m,, n, v + u and T the electron charge, mass, 
density, velocity and temperature; B the magnetic field, c the 
speed of light, S, the laser flux, and r’, a collision time, 

parameter r,eB’/m,c, respectively; they are also functions of 
the ionization number Zi .I6 

The model is completed by Ampere’s law 

T, = 3m~‘2T3’2/4(2r)“2Zie4n In A, 
where In A is the Coulomb logarithm. The dimensionless 
tensors a, l3, and y are of order unity. Their symmetric and 

VA(?)= -(~~~rncu (V*B=O), (5) 

antisvmmetric Darts are even and odd functions of the Hall 

where n, a /2 ; ’ is the critical density, and by Faraday’s law 
where the electron momentum equation is used 

sa*u+@VT )I = VTAV In n. 
re 

(6) 

(4) is negligible in comparison to its left-hand side, repre- 
senting convection. 

Condition (9) leads to further simplifications. For a 
quasineutral expansion into vacuum one has T* -fFi~*~. 
Then (9) is equivalent to cfi/m, 4 R /v* (thermal equili- 
bration time small compared with the mechanical time); Q,, 
is thus the dominant term in both (3) and (4)) and therefore 
Ti = T. Also, since terms on the left-hand side of (6) can be 
at most comparable to its right, one gets u*/v* < 1, r$eB */ 
m,cQ 1: we can write v + u-v, and tensors a, 8, y as func- 
tions a,, &, y0 of Z, times the unit tensor so that thermoelec- 
tric (B) effects drop off Eqs. (4) and (6). Finally one can 
show that quadratic terms in u, B may be dropped from (2), 
(4) while the a term in (6) must, in principle, be retained. 

Equations ( 1 ), T, = T, 
finv*Vv = - [ (Zi + l)/Zi]V(nT), 

and the sum of (3) and (4), 
(2’) 

( 
5 zi+l nv*V -~ 
2 zj 

T+F 
1 

= 0, (11) 

which can be used instead of ( 10) or, as in our analysis of the 
following section, one of the components of the vector equa- 
tion (2’). Once n, T, and v have been determined, B and u are 
found from (5) and 

VA “BAV- 

[(Z, + l)/Z,]nTvV ln( T3”/n) = 0, 

mea0 

(10) 
form a system for density, temperatures, and ion velocity 

-u 

uncoupled from both u and B, and describe an isentropic 

=VTA V Inn. 

flow. Combining ( 1 ), (2’), and ( 10) one obtains the total- 

(6’) 

energy equation 

c ( 7 f! ) 
A discussion of the range of validity and accuracy of our 
model will be deferred to Sec. LV. 

The equation V*nu = 0 is automatically satisfied. 
To simplify the model we make three assumptions: 
(i) The mechanical time for a fluid particle to cross a 

distance equal to some appropriate spot radius R, is small 
compared with the pulse half-width rL, 

R /v*&rL. (7) 
The asterisks represent here characteristic values for the cor- 
ona. We already used condition (7) when dropping a B/at 
against V A (v A B) in Faraday’s equation, and time deriva- 
tives against convective derivatives on the left-hand side of 
Eqs. ( l)-(4) (quasisteady approximation). R is now the 
characteristic length of the corona. 

(ii) The mean free path for absorption of photons by 
inverse bremsstrahlung is large compared with R, 

ce%R. (8) 
We may thus neglect the term V*SL in Eq. (4). 

(iii) The mechanical time is much less than the thermal 
diffusion time 

R /v*<mm,R ‘/eT:, (9) 

Ill. ISENTROPIC FLOW 

To obtain boundary conditions for the plasma dynam- 
ics, we note that there must exist a nonisentropic thin layer, 
next to the target, where both light absorption around the 
density n,, and heat conduction taking energy to the ablation 
surface, are to be retained. Comparing the first and third 
terms in (4) and using (9 ) one clearly has 

layer thickness-kv*e/m, <R. 
If the foil is dense and thick enough, the ablation surface may 
be set at z = 0 at all times, for the purposes of coronal analy- 
sis. The one-dimensional, universal structure of such a layer 
has been determined in the past. At its exhaust, z-0 + , one 
finds” 

nd = v(zj )n,, (124 
Td = [Z#zt/(l + Zi)] (3/5)v:, (12b) 
2~(Z,)An,v~ = absorbed flux~#~, (13) 

where Y varies from 0.61 at Z, = 1 to $ as Zj + CO. For a focal 
spot with cylindrical geometry, and using cylindrical coordi- 

that is, the first (conductive) term on the right-hand side of nates r,z,# (v~ = 0, a /a$ = 0), the isentropic flow must 
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startatz= 0+ , and within the spot, with the values given by 
(12) and (13). 

We have solved the system (I), (lo), (II), and one 
component of (2’)) with the above boundary conditions, in 
an approximate way. As in all isentropic flows, there are two 
immediate, exact results; Eqs. ( 10) and ( 1 I ) yield 

T3”/n = constant along a trajectory, (14) 
zj + 1 

V2-k5- z,~ T = constant along a trajectory, ( 15) 
* 

which is Bernouilli’s equation. We make these results defi- 
nite by guessing convenient curvilinear, orthogonal coordi- 
nates &;77 in the axial plane: one family of coordinate lines, 
say ?ii = const, is taken as a reasonable approximation to flu- 
id trajectories. This also implies 

V? = 0. (16) 
We substitute Eq. ( 16) for the required equation from (2’)) 
which we now drop entirely. 

A good choice is that of oblate ellipsoidal coordinates, 
defined by 

(?/12, +z’/(&-‘- 1) = R ‘, l<g< 00, 
(?2/v2) -2/t 1 - 7’) = R 2, O$v<l, 

with metric coefficients 
(f’- l)“%, = (1 - $)“2hV 

= R (g’- q’)“‘, h, = R&L 
The axis r = 0 corresponds to 77 = 0 and arbitrary 
+$‘--s ( 1 + t/R ‘) “‘I. The plane z = 0 corresponds to f = 1 
and arbitrary q-+r/R < 1, or to r] = 1 and arbitrary 
<-+ r/R > 1. Note that a line of constant 37 starts perpendicu- 
lar to the z = 0 plane, near it, and ends radially, far away. 
This is the behavior expected from a trajectory. However, we 
only have starts for r < R, so that our approximation implies 
a clear-cut boundary for the laser spot. For a given beam 
profile, one may choose R so as to reduce errors arising from 
theuseof (16). 

With the new coordinates, Eq. ( 1) reads 
d(h,h,nv, 1 

a6 + 
%hP,) = 0 

a 
or, using (161, 

(17) 

2 2 l/2 Y-l:,“) 2 
f~nvg = function of 7. 

The left-hand sides of ( 14) and ( 15)) where we now have 
u2 = vf , are only functions of ‘I, too. We finally evaluate all 
these functions at the point (marked by the value of q con- 
sidered) where the trajectory leaves the spot: 
T3j2/n = T312/n d d, 

v2+5[(Zj +I)/Ziiit]T 

=V~+5[(Z,+~)/Zi%]Td=4V;;, 

(f” - q’)“’ &zvg = (1 - ~2)“2 ndvda 
To write down explicit results, let Q’ao be the absorbed 

flux at the center of the spot and vdO the corresponding value 
for u,, obtained from Eq. ( 13 1, 

vdo = [@,@/2v(Z,)fk]“‘. 

Defining a profile function 
HE (tp,/<p,,)“3 t O<r<R, 

we arrive at the following solution: 

UC; (s,5) = v,,J-Qfl[4 - 3Y(SQ l’/2, 
T= [Zj%/(l+Zi)]s V$,H2y, 

n = Y(zi)n~y3'2, 

wherey(s& is given by 

(19) 

(20) 

(21a) 

(21b) 

y3(4- 3y) = (1 -!3/s(s-Q, (22) 
varying from y = 1 at the spot toy = 0 far away. For simpli- 
city of writing we have introduced 

ss!J2, g-q? 

Note that H(0) = 1, but H( 1) # 0 (in general) ; values of ap, 
beyond r = R are ignored in our analysis. 

IV. ACCURACY AND RANGE OF VALIDITY OF THE 
SOLUTION 

We first can check the accuracy of our approximate re- 
sults for the plasma dynamics by considering the component 
of Eq. (2’) for vn, 

($=-J2v6~+&)+uv~+$$ 
&+I I a = - ---(nT). 

Z,Ei n dv 
We drop the term quadratic in v*, which is assumed small, 
and use the boundary condition us = 0 at g = 1 to find 

% - -- 
“5 ( --L-L)“2pyz&!+)“2 

x  (sl 

( 

- l)(l -y’)-’ 1 -- 
4.s’y’2(s’ - 5,’ s’ - g 

12 y’ d In H 
----, 5 4 - 3y’ dc > (23) 

where y’=y(s’&). This velocity ratio, which should be 
small, vanishes at s = 1, at 5 = 0, and as s-+ CXJ ; for a general 
profile function H( 6) the ratio decays ass - “’ at large s. The 
ratio, on the other hand, shows a weak divergence at c = 1, 
v&-(1-g>- 1 1’6 For a special profile, call it H. (5) , we 
find a faster decay, v,/u( --s - 2’3. The definition of H, (5) 
requires that the integral in (23) vanishes as s+ M) 
(0 < 5 < 1). This profile, however, is unphysical: d&l, /df is 
positive for !: > 0.843... and H, itself diverges as g- 1. There 
is also a special, though again unphysical, type of profile 
function, H- ( 1 - [) - 5’3, for which we have v,/vE 
-(l -~)“‘as[~l. 

Consider now a Gaussian beam profile, Q,,/@, 
= exp( - ?/$) with given r,. Choosing R = 6’/‘r,. and 

3”‘rf we have N = e - 25 and e - 4 respectively. Figure I 
shows u,/v~ for (a) H=eUzf and (b) iY=e-? Also 
shown is the case (c) H= H. (Q if 4<0.843... , 
H = H, (0.843...) otherwise [for < below and not very close 
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1 6 11 1 
sic2 

(b) 

0.J ' ' ' ' a ( ' ' ' ' 1 6 11 16 
S'S2 

to 0.843... one has H, (6) -exp( - 0.45<)]. Clearly 
R = 3”2r, is the best choice; Fig. 1 (b) shows that its velocity 
ratio is indeed small except for c close to unity and, simulta- 
neously, s in some neighborhood of unity, that is, near the 
boundary of the spot as expected. Note that the errors in 
evaluating the right-hand sides of Eqs. ( 14) and ( 15), and 
dropping the second term of ( 17)) are of first order in u,/u(, 
while the error in writing vf for v2 is second order. For trajec- 
toriesleavingthespotatr<0.77R ((=$<0.59), I~,/u~Iis 

0.01 ' ' a ' ' * . a 
1 6 11 

S*t2 
s 

FIG. 1. Velocity ratio u,,/ug versus ellipsoidal coordinates 6, 7 for a Gaus- 
sian radial distribution of absorbed flux Q., truncated at r = R: (a) a/Q, 
= exp( - 29/R '); (b) cP,/@, = exp( - ?/R '); (c) @,/a, 
= exp ( - 0.45?/R ‘) for r < 0.92R, constant thereafter. 

everywhere less than 0.1. For the trajectory with r-0.87R at 
the spot, u,,/v~ has a maximum of 0.2, but lies below 0.1 
beyond z-0.84R, r- 1.69R. The neighborhood of the spot 
boundary is analyzed as a Prandtl-Meyer expansion in the 
Appendix. 

Figures 2 and 3 show lines of constant density and tem- 
perature, respectively, in the axial plane; for Fig. 3, and 
further results in the following section, we took H = e - <. A 
nonvanishing right-hand side in (6) arises from having vari- 
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I 2 
Z/R 

FIG. 2. Isodensity lines in the axial plane; n,, is density at the exhaust of the 
conduction layer. 

able temperature Td but constant density rrd on the spot. 
Note the behavior far from the spot, (3 + r?)n =fR ‘nd 
x cos (angle of radius vector with z axis). 

We now check the consistency of our model, as given in 
Sec. II. Condition (8) requires negligible absorption within 
the isentropic region, during both the inward and outward 
ray trajectory. For a ray incident along thez axis, that means 
2$;k,dzg 1, where k, = n/n,cr,( 1 - n/n,)“’ is the ab- 
sorption coefficient for inverse bremsstrahlung; a straight- 
forward calculation yields 

R/rd0<[1.18/~(Zi)]c. (8’) 
Condition (9) requires a heat-flux divergence, 
V*(nTre yam, ‘VT), small compared with, say, the first 
term on the left-hand side of ( 11). At a point on the z axis 
that means 

IL2 
44 

TdO 
(9’) 

where Ai is the atomic number and f = 0, 2.6, and 8.9 for 
z-+ CO, z = 2R and z = 0, respectively. Condition (9’) is easi- 
er to satisfy at lower Z, and A,/Z,. 

From ( 8’ ) and (9’) we derive an upper bound for Tdo. 
For a CH, target and coronal ions H + and C4 + ) we have 
mean values (Ai) = 14/3, (Zi) = 2 (~eO.66); at z = 2R, 
we then obtain 

T,, <15.1 keV. 
The range for R, defined by both (8’) and (9’)) comes out to 
be very narrow: Take Tdo = 0.2 keV (corresponding to 
Qp,il i = 1.70x lOi Wcme2 pm2) and/2, = f.O(ipm; us- 
ing In A,4.8, (Zf)/(Zi) = 3, one finally has ?-do 
c: 1.04~ lOAL3 set and 

6.5 prn4Re61 ,um. 
Thus conditions (8’) and (9’) can be satisfied barely simul- 
taneously and the accuracy is about 30%. Note that for R at 
the lower (higher) end of its range, heat conduction (inverse 
bremsstrahlung) should have some effect throughout the 
corona. Since energetics is not the prime consideration here, 
and on grounds of simplicity, one might then consider using 
a polytropic law, v.V( T/n”- ’ ) = 0 instead of the adiabatic 
or isentropic law given by Eq. (lo), for which a = 3.‘” Re- 
sults quite similar to those in Sec. III would follow. 

We note finally that for laser and coronal parameters as 
considered above, and R - 20 ,um, condition (7) requires a 
pulse half-width 7L about or longer than 10 - 9 sec. 

V. ELECTRIC CURRENT AND MAGNETIC FIELD 
We now determine B and M from Eqs. (5) and (6’), 

taking the results for fluid variables n, T, and vL from Sec. 
III. Note that r,, being only a function of entropy, is inde- 
pendent ofs: T, = r, (5) = ~~~~~~ Eliminating u, the induc- 
tion equation for the magnetic field, which is toroidal, reads 

(24) 
where 

FIG. 3. Isotemperature lines in the axial 
pfane, for the case of Fig. 1 (b); T6,, is ex- 
haust temperature at the center of the 
spot. 

1 
z /R 
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1 + 2, eRB,, br--, R&f= 2dY(Zi )u,O~~OR 
ziiii CU(jO aO(zi)AZ ’ 

R, being a magnetic Reynolds number. With b(s,c,R,) 
being known, Eq. (5) gives U, 

-1 1-g “2 d Us--- 
Y3’2 ( > s-5 

$i‘ 1’2b 1, 

u 
7 

- 1 ( 
y3/2 

s-l”2d ) dsW2b 1, 
s _ 6 

(25) 

(26) 

where 
UE22R2 m, l+Zi 

ntx zi y(zi)c* 

Boundary conditions for Eq. (24) can be obtained from 
an examination of the appropriate current-density compo- 
nent at each boundary. At 6 = 0 we have nu, = 0 by sym- 
metry. By requiring a bounded u? we have nu, -0 as <+ 1: 
There is no target charging outside the spot. Similarly, by 
requiring a bounded ug we have nug -+O (more strongly, 
s”2nu l -0) as s--t CO. Finally, and as it comes out from the 
structure of the conduction layer, there is no local charging 
of the target within the spot: nut = 0 at s = 1 for all 6. 

From Eq. (25) we next have 5 “‘b = const at s = 1 and 
as s-t CO. Also, from Eq. (26)) we have .~*‘~b = const at both 
5 = 0 and g = 1. Then, by requiring a bounded b at the cen- 
ter of the spot, one easily arrives at a general condition 

b = 0, 
throughout the entire contour. Equation (24) is now a lin- 
ear, nonhomogeneous, elliptic equation with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. There exists a unique solution 
b(s,c,R, ) for each value of R, and each profile function 
H(S). 

Particularly simple is the limit case RM -+ CXJ , for which 
convection of the magnetic field dominates its diffusion. We 
find 

!31-$3 
> 

‘“dH 
(s-!c)(4-3y) 2’ 

(27) 

Figure 4 shows constant b lines in the axial plane for 
H = e - *. Note that the field decays slowly as distance to the 
spot increases ( b N s - “=) and that the distance of peak field 
to target, at given r, increases with r. For (Zi) = 2, (Ai) 
= 14/3, Td,, = 0.2 keV, il, = 1.06pm, and R = 20pm, we 

have R, = 8.0, I?,,, -4.0~ 10’ G. 
There is a subset of constant b lines in Fig. 4 reaching the 

spot boundary so that the field presents a maximum in be- 
tween vanishing values, inside and outside the spot. This 
large R, behavior is not, however, a result of our using the 
approximate solution of Sec. III; actually, that behavior dis- 
appears when the diffusive, or resistive, term in the induction 
equation, which becomes dominant close enough to the 
point z = 0, T = R, is retained (see the Appendix). Thus, the 
magnetic field is, in fact, well defined and vanishing at that 
point, constant b lines turning around without reaching it. 

Explicit expressions for the components of U can be ob- 
tained from (25) and (26); Figures 5 and 6 show these com- 
ponents. For a given g there is at most one value ofs such that 
Vi vanishes (U, takes a finite value at infinity). It follows 
that current lines are open. In fact, at large s we find 

U, a- ;$l -sY$ > 
; 

for H = ep5, one has U, ><O for c><J: at angles tan-’ (r/ 
z) < 45” electron velocity exceeds ion velocity, for tan - ’ 
(r/z) > 45” ion velocity is larger. Current flows from infinity 

4.0 _ 

0.0 I I I I I I I e I I I I I I I I' I \ 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 

z/R 
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malized magnetic field for the case of Fig. 
l(b), at large magnetic Reynolds R,; 
within a thin, resistive neighborhood of 
the spot boundary, results are invalid. 
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FIG. 5. Component along ellipsoidal coordinate 6 of normalized, electron FIG. 7. Current-flow lines for the case of Fig. 1 (b), at large R,; the resis- 
velocity relative to ions for the case of Fig. I (b), at large R,. tive neighborhood of spot boundary is as in Fig. 4. 

toward the target near the z axis, it flows outward closer to 
the target. Charge cups, used to determine ion spectra,12 
could pick up the current in an experimental test. 

Figure 7 for current-flow lines in the axial plane, shows 
the spot boundary acting as both a charge source and sink 
(of equal strength: it collects no net current). Again, how- 
ever, this is not a consequence of approximation ( 16) in Sec. 
III, stemming, instead, from our neglect of the small resis- 
tive region around the singular point. The Appendix shows 

FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 5 for the component along ellipsoidal coordinate 7. would be small, according to conditions (9’) and R,) 1. 

that within this region current lines turn smoothly to return 
to infinity: no line reaches the spot boundary. 

The total current coming from infinity is, for 
H=exp( -61, 

9exp( -1) z, iiic2 
= 20(2”*) (1 +Zj)e2 eUdO? 

basically dependent on ff ow velocity udO. In our regime (Sec. 
II), the electron momentum equation, at large R,, reads 

0 = - V(nT) - en(E + v A B/c) - &nVT, 
from which Eq. (6’), without the diffusion term, is obtained. 
Far from the target, where EZ - VA B/c, the potential 
drop from 5 = 0 to LJ = f is 

s 

2 - L/2 
v= h,u,B dq-= - .$[I --xp( - lIlTdo 

0 c e 

For Zi = 2, Ai = 14/3, and T,, = 0.2 keV, one obtains 
I= 4.6 kA, VE - 190 V. 

As in ionospheric-satellite applications, I9 the induced 
field - v A B/c would put energy into any electric load con- 
necting charge collectors; kinetic energy would be extracted 
from the flow through the braking magnetic force 
- enu A B/c. Here both II and B would be modified by the 

connection; they would remain, however, of the same order 
as found in our solution if the load impedance is or order V/2 
as determined above. The power conversion ratio, 
generated electric vower 

absorbed light power 
VI 6.1ZjA ;” rdo Tdo “2 1 u-z -- 

n-R %a tr,(l -1-2,)~” R m , R,’ ( ) 
(28) 
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One easily finds that for R, Q 1 it suffices to change l/R, 
-tR, for (28) to hold. Thus, the power ratio peaks at R, 
- 1, the maximum being still small according to (9’). This 
is, of course, as expected, because in our regime, magnetic 
and current effects could be neglected in the determination 
of n, T, and v [and in the energy equation ( 11) 1, the flow 
being approximated as isentropic. 

Note that, according to (28), if condition (9’) breaks 
down, and conduction becomes dominant throughout the 
corona, the power ratio should be some fraction of order 
unity. 

where r, and Tare characteristic electron collision time and 
temperature. Reasonably low temperatures lead to a narrow 
range of allowed values for the quantity R/A i; for 2, 
= l.O6,um, very small spots (R -2Opm) are required. Tar- 

gets with low atomic mass and ionization number are fa- 
vored. Typically the quasisteady assumption implies pulses 
over 10 - 9 set long. At large R, and temperatures of a few 
hundred eV, currents in excess of 1 kA are obtained. Qualita- 
tively our results remain valid if weak, instead of strong, 
inequalities are used in the conditions above. 
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APPENDIX: APPROXIMATE VERSUS EXACT 
SOLUTION NEAR THE SPOT BOUNDARY 

The nonuniform entropy at the layer exhaust (due to a 
nonuniform light intensity across the beam) gives rise, 
through the usual VTAV In n term in the induction equa- 
tion, to a toroidal magnetic field. A unique solution is proved 
to exist for arbitrary magnetic Reynolds number R,. In the 
limit R, -+ 00 (when field convection dominates diffusion) 
the solution is given explicitly. The far field is found to de- 
crease as the inverse distance from the spot; and its peak at 
given r lies farther from the target at larger r. These same 
features have been noticed, for quite different conditions, in 
experimental’ ’ numerical,* and analytical studies. l2 

The analysis of the region around the spot boundary 
z = 0, r = R, requires using polar coordinates p, 8 centered 
at this singular point. We have 

z = p sin e, r=R-pcos8, 
8 varying from zero at the target surface within the spot 
(r < R) to nagain at the surface, outside the spot (r > R). As 
p/R +O we have both s-t 1 and c- 1, leading to 

p/R-(1 -<)/2+ (s- 1)/2, 
Q-2 tan-‘[(s - l)/( 1 -g)]“*, (Al) 
[o<(s-l1)/(1-~~<col. 

We now consider the behavior of the approximate results of 
Sets. III and V within this small region, and compare them 
with locally exact results, here obtained. 

Ampere’s equation yields a (poloidal) current in the 
axial plane. For R, + 0~) current lines are open: The radial 
component of u does not vanish at infinity. Current is found 
to flow from infinity, toward the spot, at solid angles near the 
beam axis, and flow away at angles closer to the foil. The 
conversion ratio for collection of the faraway current (elec- 
tric power/absorbed light power) peaks at R, - 1. Al- 
though the maximum ratio is small in the regime here con- 
sidered, it increases to a value of order unity when 
conduction is dominant throughout the expanding plasma. 

(i) Equations (20), (21), and (23) take the form 
T/Td, = (n/n,)2’3 =y, u&, = (4 - 3~)“‘~ !!L + y3/* s ’ dy’y’-3(1 +JJ’)(l - 3JP) vI Y (4 - 3,‘,“*,3y’* + 2y’ + 1)“2 ’ 
where v d, =v,,H(l) (v,,/e for H=e-j) 
get, from (22) and (Al), 

y3(4-3y)-(1 -<)/(s-5)*cos*(e/2) 

An exact (Prandtl-Meyer) analysis of the neighbor- 
hood of the spot boundary, including induction and Ampere 
equations, is given in the Appendix; it shows that no matter 
how large R, is, there is a resistive region, of thickness 
R /R,, where diffusion is dominant. Current lines, and lines 
of constant B, are pressed together in this thin region around 
the spot boundary. 

The simultaneous neglect of inverse bremsstrahlung 
and heat conduction in the large isentropic region requires, 
roughly, 

Note that this solution, being independent of p, is of the 
similarity type. For y-0 (B-a-), we find v,/vtc: 1/ 

‘/*.m(l -<j-‘/6, 
fJL 1 (Sec. IV). 

as it had been found, in general, for 

Exact results can be found by observing that, as p-+0, 
one can drop d /dp terms (against p - ’ a /de terms) every- 
where in Eqs. (l), (2’), and ( 10). This leads to the well- 
known ( Prandtl-Meyer) isentropic, expansion flow around 
a corner:2o 
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T/T,, = (n/nd, )2’3 = cos2(8/2), 
V@/Vd’ = c0s(e/2), vp/vdl = 2sin(8/2). 

Having a specific-heat ratio of 3 like a monatomic gas, the 
plasma that leaves the target with up = 0 at r < R (8 = 0) 
turns 90” to flow along the target surface at r> R (0 = R) 
with vanishing v,, n, and T. We can easily obtain, from up 
and ve above, 

vb _ 3 -COST -0, _ sin e -- -- 
vdl 2 ’ vg 3 - cos 8 ’ 

Note that this exact solution is also independent of p. It 
agrees with our approximate results for T, n, and V~ above at 
both 0 = 0 and 6’ = n: In between the agreement is reasona- 
ble: At 8 = a-/2, for instance, the exact values for Tand v$ 
are 18% lower and 2% higher, respectively. More impor- 
tant, the exact result for the ratio - v,/v5 is bounded for all 
8: It has a maximum, 1/23’2=O.354, at 8=70.5”. This 
bound, though not too small, reinforces the discussion of 
Sec. III on the validity of our approximate solution, outside 
the small p/r region. 

(ii) The large R, results of Sec. V were based on our 
solution in Sec. III. For s+ 1, g-+ 1, H = evt, we obtain, 
using (A2), 

- b = ( 18/5e) ( 1 - y)y3/‘, 
Also, from UC and U,, we easily obtain 

Y-3 
+O, U,, ==(4-3y)“‘2(3yz+2y+ I)‘/*-. 

P P 8e Y 3/2 

since I: = ( 1 - pa/R )* we obtain, for H = e- 5; 
~~lconst + 6po/R. Hence, 

5-=6R -k0s48/2, 
ap 

and, thus, the induction equation yields 
-b= (9/5e)(l -cos~)cos~(~,Q). 

From Ampere’s law one then obtains 

-5$--O, V,=~-Z-.sinB l-ttanz$ . 
P p 10e ( > 

These exact results show the same features of our approxi- 
mate solution; the maximum of - b (0.246 again) occurs at 
8=78.5’, where pU, vanishes. 

The above comparisons prove that the peculiar behavior 
of Figs. 4 and 7 at the spot boundary is not due to approxima- 
tion ( 16) of Sec. III. In fact, the behavior is due to our ignor- 
ing a resistive boundary layer that must surround that point, 
at large magnetic Reynolds numbers. At p - R /R, (<R, one 
finds that the diffusion term must be retained in the induc- 
tion equation; for p<R /R, that term alone is dominant, 
leading to 

a(+/3 abide) =. 
ae 

From conditions b = 0 at 0 = 0,~, one gets b = 0 at all 0. UP 
does not, now, diverge asp -+ 0, and neither constant b lines, 
nor current lines, reach the boundary spot. 

Thus, both b and pU,, are again functions of 6’ only. Note 
that, while b vanishes at both B = 0 and r, its value at the 
spot boundary, being a function of 8, depends on how the 
limit p-+0 is approached; - b has a maximum, 0.246, at 
y = ; (@,92X). At this angle UP vanishes and is positive 
(negative) at smaller (larger) angles. All this is in agree- 
ment with Figs. 4 and 7. The radial current density 
(- - Y”~U~ ) diverges like l/p as p vanishes, so that the 
singular point collects a finite current within the range 
0 < 0 < 92X, and ejects the same current within the range 
92.8"<8<7T. 

Exact results for B can be found from the induction 
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